openSUSE Leap 42.3 Release - action #17020
update web site with new languages
2017-02-13 13:24 - lnussel

Status:

Closed

Start date:

2017-07-19

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

2017-07-26

Assignee:

lnussel

% Done:

90%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Category:
Target version:

GA

Description
both landing page and search page got translations for new languages. The languages need to be added to index.html
https://github.com/openSUSE/landing-page
https://github.com/openSUSE/searchPage
Related issues:
Copied from openSUSE Leap 42.2 Release - action #14710: update web site with ...

Resolved

2016-11-09

2016-11-16

Copied to openSUSE Leap 15.0 - action #25054: update web site with new languages

Resolved

2018-05-18

2018-05-25

History
#1 - 2017-02-13 13:24 - lnussel
- Copied from action #14710: update web site with new languages added
#2 - 2017-07-12 06:48 - AdaLovelace
- Category deleted (Infrastructure)
- Assignee set to AdaLovelace
#3 - 2017-07-13 16:40 - AdaLovelace
SearchPage is 100% translated this year: https://l10n.opensuse.org/projects/searchpage/master/
Landing-page is translated into most languages. Perhaps that will be finished at the end of next week:
https://l10n.opensuse.org/projects/landing-page/master/
#4 - 2017-07-17 14:47 - AdaLovelace
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- % Done changed from 0 to 90
Nothing to change for SearchPage because all languages are included.
I sent a PR for the landing-page, because some languages aren't translated in time.
#5 - 2017-07-17 16:26 - lnussel
there's still time left until the release. the web site is not affected by any freeze
#6 - 2017-07-17 18:29 - AdaLovelace
Ok...
You said we have arrvived the translation deadline.
#7 - 2017-07-18 13:59 - lnussel
Yes, doesn't affect the landing page though as it's not a package in the distro.
#8 - 2017-07-18 15:16 - AdaLovelace
I spoke with Stathis. He wote: "I'm in athens working at vet practice. At least by the end of the month."
I hope he'll find anybody else for the translation.
#9 - 2017-07-23 12:30 - AdaLovelace
Greek is added again in my pull request. It is full translated today.
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#10 - 2017-07-28 10:18 - AdaLovelace
Galician, Asturian and Korean will be removed with my pr: Galician, Asturian, Greek, Korean
#11 - 2017-08-02 09:16 - AdaLovelace
- Assignee changed from AdaLovelace to lnussel
#15 - 2017-09-07 12:26 - lnussel
- Copied to action #25054: update web site with new languages added
#16 - 2018-04-25 08:39 - lnussel
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed
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